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licks. Lots of fun utilizing harmonic and octave effects to fatten up the chorus and bridge
of the song. I particularly was challenged with the guitar solo. I decided to give a rock
blues and jazz blues flavor….which turned out great in the studio. My sound is ever
evolving on current and future songs.
Hello I'm Vincent Ramos the Bassist of NEVERWONDER, As for the bass sound I used
for the tracking for Give It All, I used my GK 800RB head and 2x15" cab along with
some pedals to create my tone. But in the mix down stage I did experiment with some
tones and what I call a grinding tone to add a little more of an updated vibe and tone for
today. Also during the mix we pushed the bass in the Chorus and in the bridge, The new
drum sound is heavy and big which I love, guitar parts work really well and the vocals
are great new, full of strength and passion! I really liked how it came out and hope you
guys like it too.
So we hope you like our vision of the song "Give It All", we had a blast doing the song
and we are excited for the next set of songs that are coming! We hope you check back
and visit us, see a show. Check out the NEVERWONDER World at
www.neverwonder.com - right here!
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